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ABSTRACT

Studies have been conducted to measure the mean

l-ifetime, f2, and the intensíty, t2, of positrons decaying

in a number of ligui-d-o{ygen systems. Studíes v/ere al-so

carried out to ascertain the percentage of positrons decay_

ing with low or high momentum in systems of this type. It
was found in most cases that the díssolved o>q¿gen in the
systems under study severeJ_y quenched ir, tlne long I1fetime,
whiJ-e 12, the intensity, remained unchanged. It was al-so

found that I¡, the percentage of positrons decaying with
lo\,r momentum, was independent of the amount of o>qy'gen containêd
in the system. A mechanism is postulated by which the
observed o>qfgen quenching may be explained.

Positron lifetimes were al_so measured. in some

crystalline materíals and these resul-ts are discussed in
terms of the physical_ properties of the crystals.
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CHAPTER 1

IMTRODUCT ION

The positron as a particle was

Ðirac 1 in L930. This prediction arose

wave êquation for el-ectron energy:

first predicted by

from the relativistic

F _+

where E ís the total energy of the electron, mo is the rest
mass¿ p ís the momentum and c is the speed of J_íght. Since

this equation had both negative and posítive energy sol_utions,

with the negative solution corresponding to the case of an

electron with a charge of + e, wÏ¡ere e is the charge on an

el-ectron, Ðirac postuLated thê existence of positrons or ',holes".
The particJ-es thus predicted v/ere first detected in 1932 by

Anderson 2 in cloud chamber photographs of Cosmic Ray showers.

Since that time a considerable amount of experimental_ and

theoretical hrork has been carried out in an attempt to definê
the various properties of positrons, and expl-ain the varíous
ways by which positrons interact with matter.

fn 1945 Ruark 3 gave the name positronium to the
bound state of a positron and an er-ectron, and later shearer and

Deutsch 4 in experiment s on Èhe annihilation of positrons with
gases supplied experimental evidence for the existence of
such a system. Positronium can be formed in both the singlet
l-1S and the triplet l-3S state with the formation of the

{:::.1=-.::
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latter being statistically three times more probabl_e than

the former. From quantum mechanicaL considerations the
singlet state wiLl annihilate via 2 quanta of e1êctromagnetic
radiation whil-e the triplet state will annihil_ate via 3

quanta emmission. Both states of the bound system have been

caLculated to be unstable against self-annihilation, and in
the absence of external effects wi1J. decay with l_ifetirnes of
1.2 x L0-10 seconds for the singlet statê, and 1.4 x 1O-7

seconds for the tríp1et state.

Subsequent experiments on the decay of positrons
in condensed media 5,6 indicated that whiJ-e positronium was

being formed in these substances other mechanisms of decay

than sel- f-annihilat íon woul_d be needed to exptain the experi_
mental results. In J_iquids, complex decay schemes showing a

short lifetime of the order of IO-10 seconds and a longer
lifetime of the order of 2 x IO-9 seconds were found. The

short l-ifetime could be explained by the decay of singlet
positronium. Hor,rever, if the 1onger l_ifetime was to be due

to triplet positronium, some other mechanism than self_
'annihílation was necessary.

The process which is now generally recognized as

the basic one in expJ_aining the J_ong l_ifetime in J_iquids has

come to be known as the ,,píckoff process". In this process it
is postulated that triplet positronium is continually co1Iidíng
with the el-ectrons of the media and that during the collisions

rff{Ë
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the triplet positronium may suffer annihitation with one such

el-ectron whose spin relative to it is singJ_et. This type
of process explained quite readily the temperature and

pressure dependence found by various ,ork.r".7,8 As the
densíty of the media increased due to temperature or pressure,
the "free volume" within whích the positronium could move

without suffering an electron collision decreased, and, as

expected. the long Lifetime also decreased.

Anothêr mechanism which in certain cases \^/a s found

to shorten the long lifetime duè to the tripJ_et positronium
was the conversion procêss. This process which was usually
found ín competition with the pickoff process consisted of
a conversion between triplet and singJ_et positronium. The

first method by which this process can be achieved is through
the use of external magnetic fields. Severaf workers 9,f0
performed magnetic quenching experiments on liquids, and

while the analysis differed from the case in gases due to
competítíon from the pickoff reaction, the results \,rere al_1

consistent with the picture of a conversion mechanism. Another
\,¡ay by wtrich tr ipJ_et- s ingl_et conversion in 1iquids has been

achieved is through the addition of certain free radical_s.
creen 11 and De zaff:à 12 studied the effects of paramagnetic

ions on posit,ronium annihil_ation and found their resuLts to
be consistent with a mechanism involving Ëripl_et_ s inglet
conversion.

i:+
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Finally, a marked effect on the intensity of
posítrons forming positronium was noted by creen and Bel_j_ 13

on the addition of NaNO3 or NaNO2 to dístílled \,rater. No

change ín fT the long lifetime, was noted on the addition
of these ions to the distil-l-ed water. They explained the
decrease in intensíty by postulating that positron compounds

of e+NO3- and e+No2- were being formed and then decaying wíth
lifetimes of the order of 10-10 seconds. This explained the
decrease in intensity of the long J_ived component since fewer

positrons were available for the formation of positronium.
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cHAPTE&_LI

APPARATUS

Source Preparation

The sources used during the experiments were mad.ê

of Na22. wa22. which is a positron emitter wj-th a half 1ife
of 2.58 yêars, has the property that when ít emits a positron
it forms me22 in an excited state which de-excites with the
enmission of a l-.28 Mev. garnma ray. Since the time lapse

beth/een the appearance of the positron and the ernmission of
the subsequent nuclear ga¡nma ray ís short compared to the
resolving time of our apparatus, experimentally we consídered

the two events to be coincident.

The sources used for Èhe measurements in organic
Iiquids were prepared by evaporating aqueous ua22c1 solution
on to thin sheets of mica (Z m¡/cn2) over an area of
approximately 1 cm2. Sínce the sodium chloride was not
sol-ubl-e in any of the organic liquids under investigation
these open sources proved to be quitê satisfact,ory. It has

been estimated 14 that considerably l-ess than 5% of Lhe

positrons emitted would decay in the mica for such a source.
These events woul-d appear in the prompt peak since there is
no J-ong 1íved component in mica and therefore they would not
appreciabJ-y affect the experimental results. The mica sources

were then pJ-aced in test tubes and covered by the organic
liquids under cons iderat ion.

ili.i.i
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For experíments with lrater, the wa22C1 was simply
dissolved ín distilled water contained in a test tube. For

such an arrangement creen & gel_1 13 found that no dif f icuJ_ty

was encountered due to the positrons annihilating in the
glass of the test tube.

Final_ly, for the experiments on crystal.line
substances the fotlowing procedure was used. A smal1 cavity
was formed in one of the crystals and sodium chloride was

then evaporaÈed into the cavity. Another crystal was then
placed over the cavity and both crystals were bound together
with masking tape.

General Description of Apparatus

The purpose of the time sorting âpparatus (fig. L)

was to measure the time difference betv/een the emmission of
a positronrinto the sample being studied/ and the subsequent

decay of the positron in the sample. It achieved this result
in the following way. The start pulse for the círcuit came

from the l-.28 Mev. nuclear ganìma ray which is given off
effectively in coincidence with the positron. The stop puJ_se

for a given decay came from one of the two ¡ 5Il_ Mev. ganma

rays given off when a positron and an electron annihilate.
Both events were detected by two identical circuits empJ-oying

56AVP phot,omult ipJ_ier tubês on which were mounted pl_astic
phosphors of NEI-02. The puJ_ses formed by the photomultiplier

FË:SX
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FTGURE T

Block Diagram of The Timê Sortinq Aþparatus
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tubes were then converted by the l_ímiter circuits to flat
topped pulses of constant height. These pulses were then
c]-ipped to a l-ength of about 40 nanoseconds and fed through
cables of known delay to a time to amplitude converter
circuit (hereafter call-ed a T.A.C.) employing the pulse over-
1ap príncipj-e. fn this circuit the time Lapse betvleen the
occurrence of the start and stop pul_ses vTas converted to a

pulse whose height \"/a s proportionaL to the time difference.
This pulse was then ampJ-ified and fed ínto a multichannel
analyzer.

In addition to the apparatus described thus far
a slow coincidence unit was employed to gate the multichannel
anal-yzer and thus reduce the random background during the
experiments. The slow coincidence portion of the apparatus

consisted of 2 side channel_s which were adjusted to pass

only pulses correspondíng to certain predetermined criteria.
When these criteria were met, a gating signal was fed to the
multichannel- analyzer and the next pulse from the T.A.C. vras

recorded. On the side of the apparatus which \4ra s to accept

the 1.28 Mev. start pul_ses a discriminator was inserted and

adjusted to pass onJ-y puJ-ses corresponding to energies of
greater than .75 Mev. This ensured that no pulses from the
compton distribution of the positron annihil-ation radiation
were passed through this hal_f of the system. On the stop
side of the system a pulse height analyzer was ínserted and.

was adjusted so as to pass onJ-y pulses corresponding to energies
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bet\^'een 0.4 and 0.5 Mev. Thus, whi3-e most of the positron
annihilation radiation would be passed through this side
on.l-y a small fraction of the l.2g Mev. ganuna rays woul-d leave
the required energy in the crystal to effect a chance coincidence.
The pulses from both side channels were then fed to a slov/
coincidence unit, and if both pulses arrived within 0.5
mícroseconds of one another a gating pul-se signall_ing the
arrival of a true coincidence pulse was transmitted to the
multichannel analyzer.

The angular correlation apparatus (fig. IA) had

as its function the measurement of the amount of angular ,

deviation from tgOo of the two .51-L Mev. garnma rays given
off during the annihiLation of a positron with an electron.
The apparatus consisted of two detectors, a fíxed one and a

moveabl-e one both of which viewed a sample pJ_aced between

them. Positrons were decayed in the sample under study and

as the moveable detector was swept through a range of 25

mil-l-iradians the co.incident counting rate was recorded.

DeÈêctor and Limiter Circuít,

The detectors employed during the experiments
consisted of PhiJ-lips 56AVp photomuJ-t iplier tubês on to which
\,/ere cemented cylindrical pJ_astic phosphors of NEI_02. one inch
long and one inch in diameter. The phosphors, which were

chosen because of the fast decay time of the pulses which
they produce (of the order of 2 nanoseconds) were bonded to

i:ìr,ì'rì
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FIGURE ÍA

Block Diaqram of The Angular Correl_ation Apparatus
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the phototubes with R3l_3 cement. This ensured good optical
coupling, the effect of which is very important in experiments

of thís typ..15

The 56AVp photomult ipl- ier tubes are 14 stage, very ,. ,,,,.,,.,,

fast, hígh gain photomultipJ_íer tubes with semi-tran sparent

curvêd cathodes and plane concave windows. This last feature
facilitated the optical coupJ_ing of the scintil_l_ator to the :,.,.,::: :

phototube. The 56AVp is capabJ-e of delivering pul-ses at ;'""'r'::i

:.,ii i.,,¡'the anode with rise times of 2 nanoseconds and with transit , ,'..i,i.

time differences of l-ess than 0.5 nanoseconds between

electrons emitted from the centre of the cathode and those

emitted from the edge.

The pulses formed at the anode of the phototube

\^/er e converted to constant height and shape by means of the i

l

limiter circuit of Í.íg. 2. The limiter circuit employed as I

íts basis a 6688 sharp cut-off pentode. This tube was run

with a plate voltage of 1_75 volts which resulted in a plate 
l,i:,,r,:,.,

current of l-5 mil-l-iamperes, and a screen voltage of 70 volts .,,.,.,i,:
:::1:l:l:::'i::,.

resul-ting in a screen current of 4 milliamperes. lfhen the lli,l..:¡:'.','

negative 30 volt pulses from the anode of the photomultíplier
tube were applied to the grid of the 6688 tube it stopped 

......,.:,.,...,

conducting and a fast, rising pulse with a rise time of about ;iì'.ì:
2 nanoseconds and a length of about 2 microseconds was formed

at the p1ate.
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FÏGURE 2

Detector and L,imiter Circuit,
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As the 6688 tube stopped conducting, the screen

voltage also tended to rise charging the 68 ff f decoupling

condenser. However, as an aid in reducing count rate effects,
the screen \^ra s attached to a G.E.4O8 diode which was biased
2 volts more positiveJ_y than the screen supply voltage.
Thus, when the screen voltage rose, the díode began to
conduct cJ-amping the screen to the bias va1ue. Then, when

the 6688 tube again began to conduct, the screen dropped to
its normal val-ue as the decoupJ-ing condenser discharged
through the 27K resistor. The effect of having a smal-I

decoupling condenser, and of Iímiting the amount by which

the screen was allowed to go positive, was that the screen

voltage was abl-e to recover guickly with the result that
count rate effects were reduced..

Another feature of the l_imiter circuit vras one

designed to maÍntain the output pulses aË as constant an

amplitude as possibJ-e. This was achieved by connecting the

screen of the 6688 tube to thê grid supply resistor thus
providing a negative feedback net\,rork. This had the effect
that if the screen current dropped, indicating reduced tube

conduction, the screen voltage then rose. Then since the
screen was coupled to the grid this had the effect of
increasing the grid current and therefore the total_ tube

conduction. Thus. the net effect was the stab.ilization of the
plate current and the provision over long periods of time of
output pulses of constant height.

i::':;:i:..:
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The 2 microsecond pulse formed at the plate was

then routed to the junction of the short.ing stub and the
cable l-eading to the T.A.C. The pulse was then clipped and

fed to the T.A.C. where terminating resistors were chosen

empirically to reduce reflections from the junction to a

level- at which they did not seriousty affect the operation
of the circuit.

A fairl-y serious difficulty with the detector
circuit which we have described was encountered due to a

prepulsing effect \,rith the 56AVp photomultipJ_ier tubes.

It has been found by Bonitz et al f6, f7 thrt type 56AVp

phototubes run at certain voltages exhibit a prepulsing

effect ín which some pulses arrive at the photomultiplier.
output before the main pu1se. These prepulses may arrive
at the anode anywhere from 4 to 10 nanoseconds before the
main pulse, and since they tend to fluctuate widel_y in time

and height they cause a considerabl-e reduction in the

obtainable resolution. In our círcuit thís occurs since

they affect the initial part of the photomultiplier output
pulse which is an important part from the point of view of
the T.A.C. A further, and more serious, difficulty encount-

!i: ¡

ered due to the prepulsing effect of the phototubes was that, 
ii:r;

in agreement \"ríth the findings of Bonitz et aI, 76, 77 a i¡;::È

significant asymmetry of the resol_ution curves was noted.

This asymmetry took the form of a tail_ which was similar to
the experimental- one for which we were J_ooking. Therefore,
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to the extent to which we did not el-iminate this fal_se tail_

completely, the absolute values of some of our intensity
measurements would be affected by the prepulsing. Relative
intensity measurements and the conclusj-ons drawn would not

however be influenced by the prepulsing.

The prêpul-ses in the 56AVP phototubes seem to
origínate with the focusing system of the photomuJ-tiplier

units with the prepulse height being determined by the quantity
of l-ight directed on the focusing electrode through the

photocathode. As this seems to be an ínherent defect in
the phototube the high vol-tage l-evels on each of the tubes

were varied individuali-y until- an optimum operating rangê

was achieved.

Time to Pulse Height Converter

The T.A.C. used during these experiments (fig. 3)

was a modification of a círcuit previously described by

Bell- and creen.18 It operated on the pufse overlap principle
in which the amount of overlap of the two incoming pulses was

converted to a voltage lyhose height was proportional- to the

amount of overlap. The pulses thus formed lvere then sent

to a mul-tichannel- analyzer,

The circuit employed a 6BN6 gated beam tube which

was normaIIy non-conducting and for which a current fl_owed

onJ-y when the signal and quadrature grids v/ere pulsed

lì:ìì:i':i:Ì:
t jìr.13;ìti-l
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FTGURE 3

Time to Pulse Heiqht Converter
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simultaneously. The amount of time for whích the current
fl-owed was thus proportional- to the length of time during
which the tvro pul-ses overlapped. Vlhen the tube vlas conducting

the voJ-tage at the grid of the 5842 triode decreased. with a 
i;,t,,:¡j:;:::

time constant R.c. of 3 x l-O-7 seconds. Since the puJ_ses ,:',i.i,:.,ì..,

under consideration l4rere of short duration compared to this,
the portion of the exponential curve used was linear to a 

: .::...:..,
first approximation. Thus, the amplitude of thê output pul-se il,-l;,i

':1i ':: : :-i

from the 5842 tube r^ra s proportional to the amount of overlap 
:,¡r,:,=;,.r

of the two pulses applied to the 6BN6 tube. i::r':: r::':':

Due to the fact that poorly l_imited pulses gave

rise to low vol-tage pulses from the T.A.C. it was arranged

to have the pulses from the .511_ Mev. side arrive at the
6BN6 tube ahead of the 1.28 Mev. pulses and thus longer time

delays resulted in larger pulses from the converter. Another

fêature of the circuit was that a series of dêIay cabfes of
differing lengths were availabl-e to connect both the .511 and

L.28 Mev. síde phototubes to the T.A.C. This a1l-owed both
'- l i.

rapíd calibration of the equipment and also al_l_owed the peak 
t..j,.:,,

position of the spectrum to be varied such that the spectrum 
:"::::::ill

al-ways was recorded in the most linear region of the cali-
bfationcurVe.Fina11y,byprovidinga]-ongerc1ipping

!.i.ì**:,',ì:j:i

cable (800 cm. ) on the 1.28 Mev. side rhan rhar on the .511 [iì;ìii*ìf{

Mev. side (500 cm.), cJ-ipped pulses of different lengths
\"/ere fed to the T.A.C. resul-ting in a region of compl_ete 

I
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pulse oveïlap at the high voltage side of the spectrum.

This provided an electronic peak which was useful- in assessing

the stabil-íty of the equipnent during given experíments.

One effect which l_imited the usefulness of the

converter was encountered during the testing of the apparatus.

Capacitive feedthrough of thê trailing negative portion of
the clipped pulses from the grids of the 6BN6 tube to the
plate caused smal-l positive pul-ses to be superimpo sed on

the pulses from the overlap effect in the 6BN6 tube. These

unwanted. pulses tendêd to become larger as the J_ength of
the clipped pulses was increased and as they íncreased in
size they caused an adverse effect on the obtainabl_e resolution
of the apparatus. This probJ-em was effectively el_iminated

by choosing the l-engths of the cJ_ipped pulses as we did,
however, the corollary to this was that the effective l_inear

range of the apparatus was limited. Fortunately the l_inear

range achíeved was adequate for the experiments performed

and thus the T.A.C. design was not altered to compensate for
this effect.

Slow Coincidence Circuit and Anqul-ar Correlation Apparatus

Both the slow coincidence unit used in the time

sorting circuit and the angular correlation apparatus have

been described in detail previously 14' 19 so no description
of them will- be included here.

i*+
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CHAPTER TTI

Calibration of the Apparatus

The time sensitivity (i.e. the number of nano_

seconds per channel) of the T.A.C. circuit was obtained

through the use of a 60 cycle puJ_se generator and cable delays.
First the grids of the 6688 pentodes were simultaneously
pulsed with the generator. Then by j_nserting different ]engths
of cable of known del_ay between the limíters and the T.A.C.

a sensitivity curve (fig,  ) was obtained, with the points
on the curve covering the range from 14 to 44 nanoseconds.

Since the time difference between each of the points on the
curve v¡as known from the calibrated delay lines one was then
abl-e to compute the sensitivity of the apparatus. AIso,

since enough points were availabl_e to encompass the linear
range of the equipment, this procedure al_l_owed the linear
range to be defined. The range obtained in this manner however,

was not totally adequate since it r,.ras necessary to knovr 
i,,1

whether the T.A.C. had any inherent fl_uctuations in the linear
region whích would have affected the experiments. To check

for this possibility differential 1inearity curves rrere run.
.This involved isolating the tvro detectors from one another

and simultaneously pulsing them wíth separate sources. This
procedure ensured that perfectly random coincidences vrere

being fed to the T.A.C. and the spectrum thus obtained couLd

then be examined for fluctuations due to the T.A.C. A

i:i:,r
i.::,i

Ëilg
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FIGURE 4

Time to Pulse Heiqht Calibration Curve
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typical- differential- curve is shown in fig. 5 and from

analysis of curves of this type it was found that al_l_ the
points over our l-inear range J-ay within 5% of th.e average

l-ine. The differentíaI curve was then used to normal-ize

some of our experimental_ curves, and it was found that, when

the fl-uctuations were of the magnitude we observed, no

differences were noted bet\,/êen our normalized and

unnormalized curves. The normalization procedure was to
dívide each of the points on the experimental curve by the
corresponding points from the differential_ curve, and then
to analyze the new poínts obtained in this manner.

Once the sensitivity of the apparatus was determined.

the resol-ution was obtained by the use of a Co60 source.

Co60 emíts two gamma rays with a time lapse between them

which is negl-igible compared to the resolving time of our

apparatus. We therefore consídered the garnma rays as being
coincident and by using Co60 as a source obtained a prompt

resolution curve (fig. 6). From this curve our resolution
(fulJ- width at haLf maximum) and sl_ope (time in which the

counting rate fal-ls to half a given val_ue) were calculated.
The optimization of both of these factoïs \4ra s necessary

since, between them, they determined the accuracy with which

one coul-d do measurements on substances having smal_l_ lifetimes.
Typical values for our resolution curves \4rere O.g5 x l_O-9

second.s for resolution and 0.18 x 10-9 seconds for slope.
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FTGURE 6

co60 Re sol-ut ion curve
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Fina11y, the calibration of the side channel_s was

achieved through the use of Na22 sources and an oscilloscope.

Although the plastic scintíllators have poor energy resolution
it was sufficiently adequate such that the 1.28 Mev. nuclear

J

i nt**a ray peak and the .511 Mev. gamma ray annihíl_ation

peak could be separated on the display of an oscil-loscope.

This being the case it was then a simple task to set the

] discriminator and the pulse height analyzer to the desired
l

l-eve1s.

The sensitivity and the side channel settings were :jl:,

checked before and after each run and ít was found that if

, ane temperature in the l-aboratory was maintained at a reI-
atíveJ-y constant level- (t 5 degrees) the stabitity of both

was excellent.

the ul-timate resolution of which this apparatus

' seemed capable \"/ould be of the order of 0.5 nanoseconds.
i' To achieve this the rather poor electronic resolution

j (0.13 x 10-9 seconds) woul-d have to be improved. Also

smalLer scintill-ators woutd be required to reduce transit
time variations in the scintillators-

Intêrpretation of Data

Runs during most of the experiments on the time

sorting apparatus were from l-5 to l-8 hours in duration and

in this time the number of counts accumulated in the centroid

channel v/as of Èhe order of 30,000.

!a:-f.iÊ
r.¡:èeà¡-l
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The data accumulated durJ_ng the experiments, \¡ra s

then analyzed by one or both of two separatê methods. The

first method and the one by which most of the results r^rere

analyzed was due to creen and Be11 13. As outl-ined ín theír
art,icle, the background was fírst subtracted and the curve

pLotted on semi-Iog graph paper. A straight l_ine was then
positioned through the points on the long component tail of
the curve. T", or the long l-ifetime component of a substance

v/as then given by the formuLa:-

A^= .434z-
slope

where the slope is that of the positioned line. The Intensity,
12, of the long lived component was then found by projecting
the l-íne drawn through the taíI back to the position of zero

tíme del-ay of the curve. A ratio of the number of counts

under the projected straight l-ine to the number of counts

under the whol-e curve then gave the desired resul_t.

A sêcond method by which the data was anaLyzed

was wíth a computer program preparêd by Cèlitans and L.,ee 20,

This program was used on some of the latter experimental_ resul_ts

and was afso used to check the accuracy of the interpretations
done by the first method outlined. The computer used. during
the work vTas an ï.8.M. L620 with a punched card input. The

procedure fol-lowed \4ra s to manually punch the data cards and

then feed the cards and the program into the computer where

i;,:;at¡=,i

i"È,rJ¡:
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an average calculation took about ten minutes.

The resul-ts forÍ 2 found with the computer agreed

very well with those found by the older method. The results
tor f2 however were obviousJ-y incorrect and it was found

that it was necessary to modify the program to take into
account the operating characteristics of our apparatus. This

modificatíon is underway and it is expected that in the

future all- data analysis will be done by computer.

The method of data analysís used for the results
obtained with the angular correl-ation apparatus has been

described in detail previously 19 and therefore only a brief
surrunary wil-l- be present,ed here. From the angul-ar correlation
curves obtained with the apparat.us the background was

carefully subtracted. Then from the adjusted curves obtained

in this manner the slope at each point on the curve was

computed. Final-l-y, using a method described by Stewart 2OA

the momentum dístribution of the annihilating positron -
electron pairs was obtained,

l.'.:::,;i::.:
¡:::r_:!r'-'j

l:i, +:
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CHAPTER TV

Oxvqen Quenchinq of Positronium in Liquids

In l-965 L,ee and, Celitans 21 reported that the l-ong- -,ri+
lived component for positron annihil-ation in some J-iquids

rrras very sensitive to the amount of the dissol_ved o4/gen

contained in the l-iquid. FoJ-lowing this report a numbe r of
experiments were undertaken to check the information contained

in their articl-e and al-so to try and provide some experimental

evidence as to the nature of the quenching process due to the

dissolved oxygen.

The sample s used during the experiment s were prepared 
i

in such a way that we could obtain information on oxygen- 
,

saturated, air-saturated and degassed samples. In degassing

the samples the vacuum freeze-thaw technique was used. This 
i

technique consisted of freezing the sample undex study,

evacuating the vessel in which it was contained and then

melting the substance. As the substance melted the air which

was dissolved in it escaped. By employing this technique a

number of times on each of the substances to be tested, a very

1ow concentration of o>q¿gen in the sample was achieved. To

check the amount which remained in the sample after degassing,

some degassed samples were analyzed mass spectrometr icalIy
and werê found to contain less than one percent of the amount

of o>q¿gen present in an air saturated sample.
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To prepare the o4¿gen saturated samples, pure

o:qy'gen r¿as bubbled through degassed samples for an adequate

time to ensure complete saturation.

Once the samples were prepared, a number of runs

were taken on each with both the time sorting and angul_ar

correl-ation apparatus. Fig. 7 shows the results of the dif-
ferent concêntrations of oïygen on the time spectra of hexane.

Correspondíngly fig. I shows the momentum distributions
obtained with the angul_ar correlation apparatus for comparable

samples of hexane. The results for some of the other liguids
ínvestígated are l-isted in Table 1. It was interesting to
note that aLl the organic liguids invest,igated showed a

decrease in lZ with increasing or<lfgen concentrations whiJ-e

water did not shov/ any change.

Discussion of Re sul-t s

One of the possible v¡ay s by which the dissol_ved

o>cygen could quench the positronium formed in the liquids
studied would be by t,ripJ-et- singlet conversion of the positron-
ium by the paramagnetic 02 o:a¿gen. This possibil-ity had been

advanced previousJ-y 2l-A and with the experimental resul-ts we

had available we und,ertook to check the validity of this
assumpt ion.

t.;:,

:t..r :r: r :l
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FIGURE 7

Time Spectra of positron Annihilations in Hexane :

(a) O:<ygen- S aturat ed IIexane,

(e) air-Saturated Hexane,

(c) Ðegassed Hexane.
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FIGI]RE 8

MomentuIn Distributions of Positron El_ectron pairs

in llexane 3

(A) Oxygen- S aturated Iïexäne,

(e) ej.r-Saturated llexane,

(C) Degassed Hexane.
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If a conversion process betr^reen triplet and singl_et

positronium is taking place ín a substance, and one considers

that one positronium atom is being formed per unit time,

then one can write the follov¡ing eguilibrium equations for
the tríplet and singlet positronium states 22:

(1) !+kn3=()r+3k)n, *

(2) 3/4 * zxr.. = ( À¡ + k) n,

n1 - is the concentration of síng1et positronium

n3 - is the concentration of triplet positroníum

k - ís the tr ipJ-et- singlet conversion rate

where

À, attd ), are respectively the decay rates from the singlet
and tripl-et states of positronium. À1 is equal- to À" {ttre

singlet decay rate) pJ-us Àn (tfre pickof f rate) whil-e ), ls
equal- to À¡ (tft" triplet decay rate) pj-us Àn ( tfre pickoff
rate). In equation (1) tf¡e singJ-et positronium formed is
proportíonal to the number of positrons forming singlet
positronium (egua1 to one quarter of atl positronium formed)

plus the amount of tripJ-et positronium converted to sínglet
(kn3). Corre spondingly, the amount, of singJ-et positronium

destroyed is the amount of singl-et positronium which decay= Fi-.ii

* The equations used here are corrected versions

of the ones in the reference noted.

r.::: ]:j
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( À, n1) plus the amount which is converted to one of the
three triplet states (3kn1). Símilarl_y the second equation

describes the equiJ-ibrium condition for the tríp1et positron-
ium states.

If we accept the above equilibrium equations as

giving a reasonabl-e picture of the conversion process we can

then calculate the percentage of positrons which wíJ_j_ decay ll.l-

with low or high momentum. using equations (1) and (2) we ':tl l
i.:...!
ii.r:::tilcan solve for À. rl_, the number of positronium atoms decaying .'-::,::

from the singlet state in a given time, and atso for Àp
(n1 + n3), the number of positronium atoms decaying by a
pickoff process. The equations found on solution of
equations (1) and (2) are respectively: l

(3) À=n1 + (k \¡+t) tr"
À1 À3+x(Àr+sÀ3)

(4) \n{"t+n3)=ffi
iiii

These equations must however be modified to take rij¡¡''
i.::::r:

into consideration the positrons wtr ich anníhilate directly r'l::'r:

without forming positronium and which show up in the high
momentÌ¡m component. I f we l-et p be the percentage of pÔsitrons 

,,, .

lir.aÌ:.:which form positronium, the percentage of counts in the low li+
and high momentum component s wil-I be given by:

i.:,:¡



The other information required to solve eguations (5) and (6)

for hexane was:

À" - tt. si491et decay rate = = 8.33 * 109 =...-1 
22

= 7-r4 * 106 "...-f 
22

l-. 2 x 10-10

Àt - the triPlet decaY rate = --f -
1- .4 x ]'O- 7

Åo - tt" pickoff rate = --a - = 2.5 x 1o-8 sec.-l
4 x 1O-9

Àr = À" * Àn = 85.4 x lo8 sec.-l

Àg = Àt + Àp = 2.57 x l-08 r"".-1

Fina11y, p, thè percentage of positrons forming posÍtronium 
I

canbeca].cu]atedfromknowtedgeoftheintensítyofthe1ong

lived component. Sínce 3/4 of the positrons forming positron-
ium form triplet positronium, the percentage of positrons '

forming positronium will equal- 4/3 ti*"" the intensity of the

long l-ived or tripJ-et component. Since for hexane 12 = 34%, ¡rr¡;
p would eqwal 4/3 x 35% = 47%. 

',.-..:

With the ínformation we have outlined, calculations
r¿ere done for oxygen- saturated and air-saturated hexane. The

results we found on the basis of a conversion process were

respectively 35% and 24% for the percentage of positrons which

would decay with 1ow momenta. The experimental- values for the
percentage of positrons annihilating with low momenta were in

5-i:-¡*

lã*E
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all cases J-5 ! 3%. Since v¡e had this disagreement between

the values calcul-ated on the basis of a conversion process

and the experimental results, we concluded triplet-singlet
conversion by the o><ygen is not the mechanism by which the

,:i
quenching reaction takes p1ace. t 

'

One possible explanation for the observed quenching
^ /'rJof 'ü2 in organic liquids by dissoJ-ved o>q¿gen would be the .,

formation of a positronium compound. Paul,23 in 1959, suggested ':::

the possibJ-e exístence of an e*e- O, compound and he estimated I,,i

that íf such a system were formed it woul-d be short l-ived

against annihil-ation having N z1g-IO second.s. If this v/ere

the case it woul-d account for the quenching of d2 by the

oxygen. Also, since it would seem reasonable to assume that I

Èhe positron would decay with one of the high momentum orbital
electrons, it would explain the unchanged intensity on the

addit'j¡on of the oqf gen. 
I

,::-.

i¡.
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CHAPTER V

POSITRON LTFETTMES TN CRYSTALI,INE MATERIALS

Corninq Samples

A number of experiments v/ere conducted on some glass

samples furnished by the Corning Gl_ass Works of New york.

These sarnples consisted of pyrex glass and two samples of ,.j:¡;i:',.:;
.:'j:.:

commercial "Corning Ware" glass thought to be chemical_J_y 
,r)::::,.;

similar. Positron lífetimes vrere measured in each of the : :: .': :

samples (fig. 9) and a consistent decrease in l_ifetime with
increasing crystallinity was noted. This feature woul_d seem

to indicate the possibilíty ôf using positron lifetime studi^-
ias a quick method for determination of crystal_linity in solids. !

Another aspect of this series of experiments was to
see whether r^re coul-d find any evidence of a third positron 

I
I

lifetime which r¿as reported by Tao and creen 24 f.o, experiments

on solid poJ-ymers. In his article, Tao reports a third l_ife- ij.'..,.,,,!
:ì._r:r1:j..-: :

time for Teflon, Polyethelyne and some other materials, and: he ,,.,:;,:i,,'¡,,,';

:"'-t:::::'-iÌ!finds a connection between the intensities of the l_onger

components and the degree of crystallinity of the polymers.

He attributes the third l-ifetime found to the fact that since
;:::;:i.r;: s;

positrons trapped in solids have l-ow mobility they will ì]1ii

annihil-ate with their immediate surroundings and thus will
give different l-ifetimes for those positrons trapped in the
amorphous and crystalJ.ine regions. No such third l_ifetime
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FTGURE 9

Time Spect,ra of Positron Annihilations in Crystals :

(A) corning Glass #1,

(e) corning Glass #2,

(c) eyrex.

l.?i::;
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\4ra s indicated by our experimental results. This would seem

to indicate on the basis of Taors argument that no such

variatíon in the crystalJ-ine struct,ure was present in the

samples we studied. Another factor which may have prevented

us from resol-ving a third lifetime was that our apparatus

had poorer resol-ution and l_inearity than that used by Tao and

thus the third lifetime may have been masked by the two

larger l-ifetimes. Further r¿ork will be necessary to see

whether in fact the degree of crystallinity can be accurately
correlated to positron lifet jme and also as to whether a third
lifetime is present in materials of this nature.

Nat,ro l ite

Studies were also conducted on a porous crystalline
materíal call-ed Natrolite, r,sh i ch was obtained from H. E. petch

of lr{cMaster University. Due to the porous nature of this
crystal it seemed reasonable to speculate that some gas traces
may be trapped inside the crystal structure. The result,s
obt,ained, whil-e not conclusive, indicated that a third positron
lifet jme existed for the samples studied and this seemed to
indicate that positrons could be decaying both in the crystal
material and al-so in the trapped gas traces. Fig. 10 shows

a typical curve obtained from the Natrolite samples.

;:'iiì..:l

/l;:i:i:=
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FIGURE 10

Time Spectra of Positron Annihilatíons in Natrolite
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TABI,E 1

Summarv of Re sult s

Sample !Z_t"".O tz (%) tr (%)

,ì iii',''.
Hexane ( O><ygen-Saturated ) l.O + 0.2 - 15 t 3
Hexane (Air-Saturated) 2.4 *, O.1 35 + 2 14 t 2
Hexane (Degassed) 4.0 t O.l_ 34 + 2 14 * 3

'r Chlorohexane (O4¿gen-Saturated) L.L ¡ O.Z - 3 t 3 ,;.:r.:, ., I,i chlorohexane (Air-Saturated) 2.4 ! O.I 12 +. 2 S I f -..1 '|,,tl chl-orohexane (Degassed) 2.gto.I Uiz St:
:j orohexane (O4¿9en-Saturated) 1.0t0.2 - II3 ,r.,ì,'l Florohexane ieii:sãt"i"iããl-' i'.Á¡ó'.i 22! 2 sr 1

Florohexane (Degassed) 3.Ot 0.1 20tZ Btg
Bromohexane ( O:<ygen- Saturated ) I.3 È 0.2 -

: Bromohexane (Air-Saturated) 2.0 + 0,1 7 ! 2
Bromohexane (Degassed) 2.5 + 0.1_ 6 t 2

Iodohexane ( Ox¡¿gen-Saturated ) 0.8 t 0.2 -
Todohexane (Air-Saturated) I.2 t O.2 -
Iodohexane (Degassed) l_.5 t O.I 4 x 2

Cycl-ohexane (O>q¡gen:Saturated ) 1.5 + 0.1 36 + 2
Cyclohexane (Air-Saturat,ed ) 2.5 t O.L 34 t 2 - i

, ""clohexane 
(Degassed) 3.1 I O.I 35 x 2

Benzene ( O>q¿gen-Saturated) I.3 t 0.2 -
Benzene (Air-Saturated) 2.5 t 0.1 34 + 2
Benzene (Degassed) S. f + O. f 34 i t ,,..,. 

,.

: Terphenyl ( O>q¿gen- Saturated ) 2.5 + O.l 3g + 2 ,::.:,:..',' Terphenyl (Air-Saturated) 2.5 t 0.1 40 l 2 - ', ,::,'
Terphenyl (oegassed) 2.6 t o.I 3e i Z

water 1.8 t 0.L 24 ! z

pyrex I.3 * 0.1
i corning Glass #2 0.46 t 0.05 eËii-i..i'i corníng Glass #1 0.35 t O.O5 - r-ã'':-r'i'!:

Errors quoted are not absolute but are for
comparison purposes.

40
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